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Abstract: A new cause of sudden unintended acceleration (SUA) has been found in Mitsubishi Montero 
Sport vehicles.  The new cause arises from a known sticking defect in the Denso suction control valve 

used to meter fuel to the common rail and from a known ECU learning operation used on the Mitsubishi 

vehicle assembly line to correct for manufacturing variations in the fuel system components.  These 
known vehicle features cause sudden unintended acceleration during engine idling in much the same 

manner as a negative voltage spike affects the battery voltage compensation function, leading to the same 

vehicle behavior relative to the idle and cruise engine controllers and the shifting of the transmission out 

of PARK and into DRIVE.  Therefore, everything discussed to date about how the battery voltage 
compensation function causes sudden unintended acceleration during engine idling applies as well to this 

new cause of SUA.  However, the two causes of sudden acceleration are independent, leading to an 

increase in the incident rate for sudden unintended acceleration.  This may help explain the higher SUA 
incident rate of Montero Sport vehicles with diesel engines compared to vehicles with gasoline engines. 

This only affects Mitsubishi Monterey Sport vehicles with model years from 2010 to 2014.  Model years 

2015 and later are unaffected. 

 

I. Introduction 

 

Negative voltage spikes disrupting the operation of battery voltage compensation have been identified as 
a potential cause of sudden unintended acceleration (SUA) in Mitsubishi Montero Sport vehicles.  If a 

negative voltage spike occurs while the battery voltage is being sampled, it makes the battery voltage 

appear to be low when the DC battery voltage to the injectors, the high pressure fuel pump metering 
valve, and the variable geometry turbo actuator remain unchanged at the normal supply voltage.  

Therefore, the battery voltage compensation function increases the outputs of these actuators above their 

normal values associated with the DC supply voltage, which remains unchanged.  This causes the amount 

of fuel and air injected into the engine to increase above the normal value, resulting in sudden unintended 
acceleration. 

A second possible cause of sudden acceleration in Montero Sport vehicles has recently been identified.  

This new mechanism is found in all Mitsubishi vehicles with common rail diesel engines, and operates 
independently of the battery voltage compensation function.  Therefore, it further increases the 

probability of sudden unintended acceleration.  The second mechanism consists of a learning function in 

the ECU which corrects for variations in the fuel rail pressure as a result of manufacturing variations and 
wear variations in the fuel system components like the high pressure pump, the flow control valve, and 

the injectors.  The learning function checks whether a difference exists between the actual rail pressure 

and the target rail pressure as a result of these variations, and increases the actual rail pressure if it is 

lower than the target pressure or decreases it if it is higher.  The learning function is intended to correct 
for slowly varying changes in the fuel system components as a result of aging.  But if an abrupt change 

occurs during the learning process to cause a lower fuel rail pressure, but then disappears immediately 

afterward, then the result of the learning compensation function is to increase the fuel rail pressure over 
and above its normal value, causing a higher engine speed without the driver pressing on the accelerator 

pedal.  The result is sudden acceleration.   
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The effect is similar to the increase in fuel rail pressure caused by an error in battery voltage 

compensation affecting the high pressure pump output, with the learning function being analogous to the 
battery voltage compensation function, and the sudden lowering of fuel rail pressure being analogous to 

the sudden lowering of the pump actuator supply voltage by a negative voltage spike.  In both cases the 

correction function is intended to correct only for slowly varying changes in the values to be corrected, 

and not for abrupt temporary changes occurring during the acquisition of the data used to determine the 
correction amounts.  The result of an abrupt temporary reduction in the rail pressure during the 

acquisition of the data, followed by applying the correction to the fuel pump output when the abrupt 

temporary reduction is no longer present, is an increase in the fuel rail pressure. The result is sudden 
unintended acceleration without the driver pressing on the accelerator pedal. 

So, what can cause an abrupt and temporary reduction of the fuel rail pressure during the learning process 

that is analogous to the abrupt and temporary lowering of pump actuator supply voltage produced by a 
negative voltage spike during the battery voltage compensation process?  The answer is a sticking fuel 

flow control valve, otherwise known as a suction control valve, or SCV.  We will now provide a 

discussion of suction control valves in Mitsubishi common rail vehicles and how they can stick to cause 

the rail pressure to be temporarily lower than the normal rail pressure.  
 

II. Denso SCV Valves and Sticking 

 
The Denso common rail fuel injection system used in all Mitsubishi vehicles is shown in Figure 1.  This 

system uses a high pressure fuel pump to supply fuel to the rail at a pressure up to 1800 times higher than 

atmospheric pressure.  The injectors at each cylinder then squirt the fuel into the cylinders, with their 
opening times adjusted to be near the top dead center of each cylinder when combustion begins, and with 

their opening durations adjusted to regulate the amount of fuel based on the driver’s demand.  More fuel 

injected implies a higher engine acceleration and a higher engine speed.  Clearly, the amount of fuel 

injected into the cylinders depends strongly on the pressure of the fuel in the rail. 

  

Fig 1.  Denso common rail system diagram Fig 2.  Denso high pressure fuel pump  

showing fuel flow through the SCV 

The fuel pressure in the rail is regulated by a flow control valve (also called a suction control valve or 

SCV) at the input of the high pressure pump, which operates at a low pressure that is easier to control.   

The valve is controlled by a PID controller that adjusts the actual rail pressure, as sensed by a pressure 
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sensor at the end of the rail, to be equal to a target rail pressure provided by a table in the ECU.  In early 

common rail systems, where rail pressures of 350 bar or so were used, the target rail pressures varied with 
engine speed and the driver’s depression of the accelerator pedal.  In more recent common rail systems, 

where the target pressures can approach 1800 bar or higher, the target rail pressures are held practically 

constant except at very low engine speeds.  If the actual rail pressure rises above the target value, then 

more fuel is squirted into the engine cylinders, causing the engine RPM to rise above the desired target 
RPM value.  If the actual rail pressure becomes too high, then a mechanical pressure limiter safety valve 

opens to relieve the pressure, sending the excess fuel back to the fuel tank.  Older common rail systems 

used an electrically operated pressure control valve (PCV) between the high pressure pump and the 
common rail to regulate the common rail pressure.  But an electrically operated pressure control valve 

could not provide a fine enough control of the rail pressure to keep it constant as it was continuously 

being changed by the operation of the fuel injector valves.  On the other hand, a flow control valve on the 
input of the high pressure pump can provide a much finer control of the rail pressure because it can 

supply exactly the same amount of fuel to the rail that the injectors draw from the rail during fuel 

injection, thereby keeping the rail pressure constant.   

Figure 2 shows how the fuel flows through the high pressure pump in the Denso system.  The fuel is 
sucked from the fuel tank by a low pressure feed pump, and then sent through a suction control valve 

(SCV) on its way to the compression chamber of the high pressure pump.  The suction control valve 

contains a needle valve that is opened and closed by a solenoid activated by an electrical current supplied 
by the ECU.  After the fuel is compressed by a plunger in the high pressure pump, it is sent to the 

common rail through a one-way valve called a discharge valve.  

Figure 3 shows a cross section of Denso’s HP3 high pressure pump.  It consists of two compression 
chambers alternately activated by a rotating cam that is driven in synchronism with the engine rotation, 

allowing it to change its throughput in step with the engine speed.  Both compression chambers are fed by 

a single suction control valve (SCV) that regulates the rail pressure by varying the amount of fuel input to 

the rail in response to the amount of fuel discharged by the fuel injectors.  A pictorial diagram of the HP3 
pump with its SCV is shown in Figure 4.  The SCV valve is easily observed on the pump by looking into 

the engine under the hood from above.  Denso also has a newer HP4 pump that has three compression 

chambers instead of two, allowing it to supply 50% more fuel at the same rail pressure to larger engines 
having larger combustion chambers that burn more fuel.   

  

Fig 3.  Denso HP3 pump cross section Fig 4.  Denso HP3 pump pictorial diagram 

Denso SCV valves come in two versions, an older long version and a newer compact version.  A cross 
section of an older SCV valve is shown in Figure 5.   This valve has a compression spring on the left that 

pushes to the right a hollow armature containing a groove for a needle valve.  Meanwhile, an electric 

solenoid pushes the same armature to the left against the spring.  By properly locating a groove in the 
armature (or spool) relative to a fixed keyhole-shaped hole in the valve body1, a needle valve can be made 
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that is either normally open or normally closed.  By varying the amount of current through the solenoid, 

the amount of overlap between the groove in the moving armature and the hole in the valve body can be 
linearly varied, allowing a precise flow of fuel to the high pressure pump.  Figure 6 shows the newer and 

more compact Denso SCV valve.  It has a spring on the right that pushes the armature to the left.  

Meanwhile, an electric solenoid pulls the armature to the right against the spring. The valve can be made 

into either a normally open valve or normally closed valve by properly locating the moving groove in the 
armature relative to the fixed keyhole-shaped hole in the valve body in a manner similar to the older 

version.  The SCV valves in all Mitsubishi vehicles are of the normally open type, with newer vehicles 

using the compact version. 

  

Fig 5.  Conventional type of Denso SCV  

(Type SV1) 

Fig 6.  Compact type of Denso SCV  

(Type SV2) 

Figure 7 shows how a normally closed SCV valve operates.  When there is no current to the valve, the 

valve opening is fully closed.  A 100% duty cycle corresponds to a fully open valve, while a duty cycle  

less than 100% corresponds to a partially open state that provides the normal rail pressure.  To increase 

the rail pressure, a higher duty cycle input is applied.  To decrease the rail pressure, a lower duty cycle 
input is applied.  When the standard 12V supply voltage to the solenoid is multiplied by the duty cycle, 

one obtains the average voltage applied to the solenoid, which varies from 0V to 12V.  If the 12V supply 

voltage changes, then the current through the solenoid changes in proportion to the supply voltage, 
causing a larger or smaller valve opening corresponding to a higher or lower rail pressure.2  Therefore, 

higher supply voltages imply higher rail pressures.  Consequently, it is important to compensate the duty 

cycle for changes in supply voltage. 

Figure 8 shows how a normally open SCV valve operates.  When there is no current to the valve, the 
valve opening is fully open.  As soon as the ignition is turned ON, a maximum DC current (duty cycle = 

100%) is applied to the valve solenoid that puts the valve in its fully closed position.  A 0% duty cycle 

corresponds to a fully open valve, while a duty cycle less than 100% corresponds to the normal rail 
pressure.  To increase the rail pressure, a lower duty cycle input is applied.  When the standard 12V 

supply voltage to the solenoid is multiplied by the duty cycle, one obtains the average voltage applied to 

the solenoid, which varies from 0V to 12V.  If the 12V supply voltage changes, then the current through 
the solenoid changes in proportion to the supply voltage, causing a larger or smaller valve opening 

corresponding to a higher or lower rail pressure.2  Therefore, higher supply voltages imply lower rail 

pressures.  This means that a normally open SCV operates exactly like a normally closed SCV except that 

the input voltages have a different sign.  Pressure always increases in proportion to the valve opening. 
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Fig 7.  Normally closed SCV operation2 Fig 8.  Normally open SCV operation2 

Table 1 shows the four suppliers of common rail fuel injection systems and the vehicles in which they 
appear.  Denso supplies to nearly all the Asian manufacturers, Bosch to nearly all the European 

manufacturers, and Delphi to nearly all the American manufacturers, with each having a small foothold in 

the other’s markets.  It is interesting that the SCV valves in all of Denso’s customer’s vehicles are of the 

normally open type except for Toyota, which uses only normally closed SCV’s.  The input metering 
valves (IMV’s) used by Bosch and Delphi to accomplish the same purpose as Denso’s SCV’s are all of 

the normally open type, which correspond to Denso’s normally closed SCV’s, because Bosch and Delphi 

use the valves as bypass/dump valves to channel the fuel away from the inlet of the high pressure pump.  
This makes the use of normally open Denso SCV’s in Mitsubishi and other non-Toyota vehicles an 

exception among the three major suppliers. 

Table 1.  Common Rail Fuel Injection System Suppliers 

 

Many owners of vehicles having Denso common rail systems have found that their vehicles occasionally 
experience a lagging behavior with poor acceleration followed by surges in engine speed.  The following 

references contain descriptions of these incidents, which the reader is encouraged to read, especially 

reference eight.3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10  When owners take their vehicles to the dealer for repair, the dealer frequently 

mentions that the SCV valve is dirty and needs either cleaning or replacement at a cost of several hundred 
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dollars.  The explanation is given that dirty fuel has caused the valve to stick, and that the valve must be 

cleaned or replaced to eliminate the cause of the sticking.  This explanation applies even though there is a 
fuel filter between the fuel tank and the SCV valve at the input of the high pressure pump.  The dealer 

sometimes adds that even if the fuel is refined adequately, it may be stored in a local vendor’s dirty tanks 

or in an owner’s private tanks, and that these tanks are not maintained adequately to prevent dirt and/or 

water from getting into the fuel.  Some owners have found that their SCV valves must be either cleaned or 
replaced every 50,000 km in order to eliminate this problem.  It is interesting that many diesel repair 

technicians have noticed that this surging problem happens most often with Denso common rail 

systems11, but rarely with Bosch or Delphi common rail systems.12  This may have something to do with 
the design of Denso’s SCV valves versus the IMV valves of Bosch and Delphi13. 

Isuzu has studied this sticking problem and has discussed their findings in several US patents.  In US 

patent 6,792,91614, Isuzu discusses the case of a normally open SCV valve having a duty cycle command 
frequency set to a constant value of 180 Hz.  With this fixed duty cycle frequency, the so-called stick/slip 

problem of the SCV valve is produced, leading to the SCV valve becoming stuck.   Sticking of the SCV 

valve occurs during idling when the SCV is just slightly opened, and/or during a non-injection (fuel cut 

off) condition like engine braking when the SCV valve is fully closed. 

When the engine is idling, the rail pressure changes very little because only a small amount of fuel is 

being used.  So the SCV valve stays in a fixed position with only a slight degree of opening.  Similarly, 

the SCV valve stays in a fixed position during the fuel cutoff condition where the SCV is completely 
closed.  Under these conditions, one would expect that the valve armature would vibrate slightly due to 

the applied current.  But, with the normal duty cycle command frequency of 180 Hz, the amplitude of the 

vibration is very small.  Sufficient energy cannot be supplied with these minute vibrations of the valve 
armature.  Consequently, the valve armature becomes stuck.  In other words, since the energy per cycle of 

the current is small, when frictional force is present due to the viscous resistance and/or coefficient of 

friction of the fuel on the sliding section of valve body, the valve armature cannot achieve strong enough 

vibrations and sticking of the valve armature occurs.  

This tendency to stick is even more pronounced if fuel having a higher coefficient of friction is used.  

Such fuel corresponds to fuel which has been desulfurized as a counter-measure against particulate matter 

(PM).  It has been found that desulfurized fuel tends to have a coefficient of friction about twice that of 
conventional fuel.  This increases the probability of sticking by about a factor of two. 

If the valve armature gets into a stuck condition, even though it tries to move in response to a change of 

operating condition, since the static frictional force that acts on valve armature is larger than the dynamic 

frictional force, the drive energy of the valve armature (provided by the return spring) cannot overcome 
the static frictional force.  The result is that there is a possibility of encountering a momentary delay in 

actuation of the valve armature. The static frictional force is larger if fuel of high coefficient of friction is 

employed.  In the worst case, this friction results in the valve armature being temporarily incapable of 
actuation.  To overcome this sticking condition, one may be tempted to apply a sudden higher voltage 

input to try to trigger the actuation of the valve. However, if this is done, then the average current also 

becomes high, resulting in a large change in the valve opening, causing a sudden lurching movement.  So 
this method cannot be adopted. 

In order to eliminate this sticking problem, Isuzu proposes changing the frequency of the control duty 

signal to a lower frequency when the opening of metering valve becomes constant.  This lower frequency 

causes the oscillations of the armature to become higher in amplitude.  In this way, good tracking 
performance of the actuator under high-speed operation can be ensured by means of a higher control 

frequency, while stability of control during an idling operation can be ensured by a lower control 

frequency.  Normally, the control frequency is changed to a lower frequency only during idling and under 
non-ignition conditions like engine braking.   
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Specifically, the frequency of the duty signal is altered from a higher frequency to a lower frequency only 

if the following three conditions are satisfied: 1) the engine speed is at idling speed, 2) the transmission is 
in neutral, and 3) the accelerator pedal is in the idling position i.e. fully returned.  In these three 

conditions, the idling condition includes not merely the ordinary case where the vehicle is idling while 

stationary, but also the case where the vehicle is moving slowly or decelerating with the accelerator 

released and the transmission engaged.  A waiting time or delay time t may also be provided before the 
control frequency is changed. This delay helps maintain control stability by avoiding a frequency change 

if the conditions are present only momentarily. t is approximately 0.2 seconds. 

In Isuzu’s solution, the SCV duty control frequency on the high frequency side is normally set to a value 
between 170 Hz and 190 Hz (for example 185 Hz). The duty control frequency on the low frequency side 

is normally set to a value between 120 Hz and 170 Hz (for example 166 Hz).  Table 2 shows the results of 

actual experiments to assess the merits of this solution on reducing valve sticking.  It was found that the 
results depend upon the SCV supply voltage.  The ability to eliminate sticking by lowering the control 

frequency to 166 Hz diminishes as the supply voltage is decreased.  As shown in Table 2, under idling 

conditions, sticking occurred at all supply voltages with a duty frequency of 185 Hz.  But when the duty 
frequency was lowered to 166 Hz, no sticking occurred until the supply voltage was lowered to 8V. 

Table 2:  Effect of Frequency Variation and Voltage on SCV Valve Sticking 

 Supply Voltage 

Control Frequency 13.5V 12V 10V 8V 

High (185 Hz) Sticking Sticking Sticking Sticking 

Low (166 Hz) OK OK OK Sticking 

 
Isuzu developed this idea further in US patent 684022015, where they proposed to use a controller to 
impose an oscillation or dither frequency on the duty drive signal in which the frequency of the oscillation 

can be changed according to the engine operational state. The controller obtains a duty frequency 

correction coefficient from a table based on the engine operational state and then multiplies the value of 
the base duty frequency by the correction coefficient to obtain a duty frequency correction value.  The 

final duty frequency value is obtained by adding the duty frequency correction value to the base duty 

frequency. 

This solution solves the problem of a valve sticking when the engine is in a stationary state (for example, 
while idling).  When the valve opening is held stationary, the static friction requires a larger force in order 

to move the valve out of the stationary state, requiring comparatively large changes in electric current to 

be induced.  In addition, if the stationary state is maintained for a certain time, lubrication in the sliding 
parts of the valve is further degraded and the tendency to stick is further increased (the static friction force 

increases). As a result, the responsiveness of the valve to changes in current is degraded, and sticking can 

occur. 

Valve sticking usually occurs when the pumping frequency is low, which can happen: 1) at a time of low 

engine RPM, when the quantity of fuel flowing into the metering valve is comparatively small, 2) at a 

time of low engine load, and 3) during idling when the engine operational state is constant. Under these 

conditions, an oscillation or dither frequency can effectively prevent the valve from sticking. Conversely, 
when engine RPM and load are high, the pumping frequency is high, the valve vibrates by itself, and the 

quantity of fuel flowing into the metering valve is comparatively large. As a result, valve sticking is less 

likely to occur even without specially induced oscillations. Conversely, because in this case the sensitivity 
of the metering valve is high, creating the oscillations can cause common rail pressure hunting.  

Accordingly, it is desirable not to cause any oscillations when the engine RPM and load are causing the 

pumping frequency to be high. 
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Further insight into the cause of sticking is provided by Denso Mori US patent 773087516.  This patent 

mentions that sticking is caused by minute particles getting lodged between the sliding surfaces inside the 
SCV valve.  It then discusses several measures that can be taken to prevent sticking, namely: 

1) Hardening the sliding surfaces by plating a metal onto them that is harder than the soft 

magnetic material of which they are made 

2) Machining circular grooves around the circumference of the armature to form an oil film for 

lubricating the sliding surfaces, 

3) Machining longitudinal grooves and drilling longitudinal passages parallel to the axis of the 
armature to channel foreign particles away from inside the armature and the spring area 

where they collect in order to create a differential pressure that keeps the particles away from 

the sliding surfaces, 

4) Drilling non-radial holes into the armature to cause the armature to rotate with time, 

5) Applying an oscillatory or dither motion to the armature to prevent it from sticking as a result 
of remaining stationary for a long time (Isuzu).  

These measures show that SCV valve design is extremely important to the valve’s ability to operate 

without sticking when particles are present in the fuel.  Denso uses the same soft magnetic material for 

both the armature and the valve aperture surfaces, creating a large sliding surface area that gets exposed to 
the fuel.  The valves used by Bosch and Delphi, however, solve the same problems by minimizing the 

area of the sliding surfaces exposed to the fuel and by using metals for the sliding surfaces inside that 

smaller area that are substantially harder than the soft magnetic material used for the solenoid armature.   

In summary, the discussion to this point reveals the following facts about sticking in SCV valves: 

1) Sticking of the SCV valve usually occurs: 

a) at idling (when the SCV is fixed with a slight degree of opening) and/or  

b) during the non-injection condition (fuel cut off), as in the case of engine braking 

(when the SCV valve is fixed in the fully closed position).   
2) Sticking usually occurs when the pumping frequency is low, as:  

a) during idling when the engine operational state is constant, 

b) at a time of low engine RPM, when the quantity of fuel flowing into the metering  

     valve is comparatively small,  
c) at a time of low engine load.  

3) Sticking occurs intermittently and without warning. 

4) Sticking is more likely if desulfurized fuel having a higher coefficient of friction is used.   
5) Sticking is more likely if the battery voltage is low. 

6) Sticking is stopped when the ignition is turned off.  When the engine is restarted, the sticking is 

usually removed because the SCV valve opening is changed to a wide open position during 
engine starting, after which it goes to a partially closed position during idling.   

7) Sticking can cause a change in valve operation leading to either a rail pressure shortage or a 

rail pressure surplus, depending upon what state the valve is in when the sticking occurs 

relative to the desired state of operation.  Usually, the valve sticks in a state of lower opening 
relative to the desired opening state.   

8) Sticking can cause sub-par engine response followed by surging.  Surging is a temporary 

increase in the engine RPM’s, usually without an accompanying engine torque.  Sometimes 
the surging RPM’s get so high that the engine goes into the limp home mode. 

9) Denso SCV’s stick more often than any other common rail manufacturer.  Bosch and Delphi 

IMV’s rarely stick. 

To understand how sticking can cause sub-par engine performance followed by surging, take a look at 

Figure 9.  At some point in time, while the engine RPM is low, sticking of the SCV valve occurs, causing 

the actual rail pressure to drop below the target value.  This causes sub-par engine performance with 

lower engine RPMs.  It also causes the SCV PID controller to increase its integral I-term in order to 
adjust for the inability of the actual rail pressure to reach the target pressure.  This can take several 
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seconds.  With an increased I-term, the controller increases the SCV valve opening, causing the actual rail 

pressure to increase to compensate for the perceived mismatch between the actual rail pressure and the 
target pressure caused by the sticking.  This causes the sub-par engine performance to disappear.  Then, 

when sticking ends as the SCV is opened in response to either an engine idle-up or the driver nudging the 

accelerator pedal, the actual rail pressure suddenly exceeds the target value because the integral I-term 

overcompensates the actual rail pressure as a result of the sticking being absent.  The result is a temporary 
increase in the actual rail pressure that exceeds the amount normally associated with the small increase in 

SCV opening caused by either an engine idle-up or the accelerator pedal being pressed slightly by the 

driver.  This increase in actual rail pressure causes more fuel to be injected into the engine, causing a 
temporary surge in the engine RPMs.  The surge ends after a second or two because the I-term decreases 

again as the actual rail pressure falls back to the target value as the injectors deplete the excess fuel in the 

rail.  But sometimes the rail pressure can become so high that it exceeds the maximum pressure that the 
rail can withstand, triggering the opening of a pressure relief valve and the switching of the engine to the 

limp home mode in which the engine RPM’s are limited to a very low value.  Drivers rarely refer to this 

surging in RPMs as sudden unintended acceleration because it is usually short in duration and is usually 

not accompanied by a higher engine torque, or acceleration. 

 

Figure 9.  Rail pressure time behavior during surging17 

It has been found that air in the fuel system can also cause surging similar to the sticking of an SCV 

valve18.  When air enters the fuel system, the actual rail pressure drops.  The drop in actual rail pressure 

causes the I-term in the PID controller to become excessive, just like SCV valve sticking. This, in turn, 
causes the SCV valve opening to become excessively large.  Sometimes the SCV valve can even become 

fully open.  This may cause the rail pressure to become so high that it exceeds the maximum pressure that 

the rail can withstand, triggering the opening of a pressure relief valve and the switching of the engine to 
the limp home mode in which the engine RPM’s are limited to a very low value.   

Air in the fuel system differs from SCV sticking in that air can only cause a shortage of fuel to the rail19,20 

while SCV sticking can cause either a shortage of fuel to the rail or an excess depending upon when 

sticking occurs relative to the change in SCV opening (although SCV sticking usually causes a shortage 
of fuel because it occurs most often at low engine RPM’s when the SCV opening is stationary for a long 

time).   Other differences are that air in the fuel system can cause surging to begin at either high or low 

engine RPM’s, and air in the fuel system usually causes a more repetitive surging problem than sticking, 
because air in the fuel is usually caused by a persistent leak in a fuel hose, fuel tank, or connection, while 

sticking is a more probabilistic event. 

There is one more reason why the actual rail pressure may not follow the target rail pressure exactly.  This 
is because of manufacturing variations in the fuel system components, like the inlet metering valve (SCV) 

and the high pressure pump, that must be eliminated before the vehicle is delivered to the customer.  

There are also aging variations in these same components, as well as variations in the temperature 

characteristics of the fuel (e.g., viscosity) and SCV valve solenoid, that must be eliminated as the vehicle 
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continues to be used by the customer.  These variations are of a long-term nature that can cause changes 

in the actual rail fuel pressure that lie outside the range of the I-term function in the PID controller.  
Therefore, they are very noticeable to the driver.  The effects of these long-term variations are eliminated 

by a learning function in the vehicle’s engine control unit, or ECU.   

 

III.  Fuel System Learning Function 

 

Denso Takahashi patent US732031221 discusses this learning function.  It is performed on all vehicles as 

they come off the assembly line.  At that time, only a partial learning is done because complete learning 
requires that the engine be fully warmed up, which requires about eight minutes of engine operation.  This 

is too long to be done on the assembly line, so it must be done after the vehicle rolls off the assembly line, 

which is very expensive.  Therefore, a so-called tentative learning is done on the assembly line which 
learns all the manufacturing variations in the fuel system except for the variations in temperature.  Then, 

after the vehicle is delivered to the dealer, a more complete learning is done at the full engine 

temperature.  This same learning function then continues to operate during the lifetime of the vehicle to 

eliminate aging variations. 

The way this learning is done is shown in Figure 10.  Any difference P between the actual rail pressure 
and the target rail pressure that persists after the engine speed has remained constant for a given period of 

time is detected by the learning function and stored in a memory inside the ECU.  This difference is then 

added to the target rail pressure obtained from the vehicle’s rail pressure map to either increase or 

decrease the target rail pressure as needed to make the actual rail pressure become equal to the 

compensated target rail pressure.  The P difference is applied only to the I-term in the PID controller, 
with the other two PID terms remaining unaffected22.   

 

Figure 10. Rail pressure control system showing a learning function 

to eliminate manufacturing variations and aging variations  

represented by different transfer functions in the common rail plant. 
 

When tentative learning is done during manufacturing, the following conditions must be satisfied: 

1)  A deviation between the engine rotation speed NE and target idling rotation speed is equal to 

or lower than a predetermined value. 
2) The engine rotation speed NE is within a predetermined range (for example, 800 to 1000 rpm). 

3) The accelerator position ACCP is equal to or lower than a predetermined value (for example, 

1%). 
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4) A pressure deviation ΔP between the actual common rail pressure PC and the target common 

rail pressure PFIN is equal to or lower than a predetermined value (for example 30 MPa). 
5) The actual common rail pressure PC is within a predetermined range (for example, 30 to 40 

MPa). 

6) The command injection amount QFIN is within a predetermined range (for example, 1 to 5 

mm3/st). 
7) There is no system abnormality such as fuel leakage or exhaust emission abnormality. 

8) The starter is OFF. 

9) The vehicle running speed (vehicle speed) is equal to or lower than a predetermined value (for 
example, 0 km/h). 

When main learning is done by the dealer, the following additional conditions must be satisfied: 

10) The fuel temperature THF is within a predetermined range (for example, 40 to 70°C). 
11) The engine cooling water temperature THW is within a predetermined range (for example, 60 

to 90°C). (It usually requires about 8 minutes for the engine to warm up to this temperature). 

12) The battery voltage is within a predetermined range (for example, 24V or 12V). 

These same conditions (1 through 12) must then be satisfied each time the learning function is executed 
during the life of the vehicle.  Learning is not repeated continuously while the engine is being run because 

it requires too much CPU time at higher engine speeds.  Learning is usually performed each time the 

ignition switch is turned on, and after some predetermined time elapses or mileage is run after the last 
learning session if the ignition switch has not been turned off in the meantime.  

These learning conditions should sound familiar to people interested in sudden unintended acceleration. 

Learning is usually done: 
1) each time the ignition is turned on, or after some predetermined time has elapsed after the 

ignition has remained on, 

2) while the vehicle is stationary, 

3) while the engine speed is at idle, 
4) while the accelerator pedal is not pressed, and 

5) while the engine is running at normal temperature (about 8 minutes after starting). 

Under these conditions learning can cause sudden unintended acceleration to occur if SCV sticking 
happens during the learning function.  This is shown more clearly in Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11.  Sticking during learning can cause sudden unintended acceleration 

when the sticking ceases and the learning correction is applied to  
the normal target pressure without sticking being present.23 

 

Figure 11 shows that SCV sticking can cause the rail pressure to become lower than the target pressure by 

an amount P when it occurs at a low engine RPM such as when the engine is idling.  At some time after 

SCV sticking occurs, learning happens after the engine is warmed up and while the sticking is still 
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present.  The learning corrects for the pressure difference P and makes the actual rail pressure equal to 
the compensated target pressure while the sticking is still present.  Then, the sticking ends because 

perhaps an increase in SCV opening occurs to cause an engine idle-up, as a result of either the air 

conditioner turning on or the radiator fan turning on.  When the sticking ends, the actual rail pressure 
increases because the learning correction is still being applied while the cause of the learned 

compensation value has disappeared.  When the actual rail pressure increases, more fuel is injected into 

the engine even though the target rail pressure, the injector opening time, and the injector opening 
duration do not change.  The result is sudden unintended acceleration without the driver pressing on the 

accelerator pedal.  And no diagnostic code is produced because nothing in the engine is working 

incorrectly, except that the learning function has obtained an incorrect value, which it continues to apply 
as designed.   

There is one more consequence of the actual rail pressure increasing as a result of a learning correction 

being applied to the target rail pressure.  Notice in Figure 10 that the target rail pressure is obtained from 

a pressure map that has the engine RPM as one of its axes and the injection quantity as the other axis.  
Note also that this map is fed by an injection quantity map that has the engine RPM as one of its axes and 

the accelerator pedal depression on the other axis.  Therefore, if the engine speed increases for some 

reason, the injection quantity selected from the injection quantity map can increase, mimicking an 
increase in accelerator sensor input, even though the accelerator pedal sensor input remains unchanged.  

This can cause the target rail pressure to increase.  But we have just discussed how the actual rail pressure 

can increase even though the target pressure remains the same, and we know that increasing the actual rail 

pressure causes the engine RPM to increase.  Therefore, it is possible for a runaway condition to exist 
whereby the actual rail pressure increases because of an incorrect learning value even though the target 

pressure remains the same, causing the engine RPM to increase, causing the injection quantity to increase, 

and causing the target pressure to increase.  Since this loop takes only about 15 milliseconds to traverse, 
one can traverse it over 66 times in one second, causing a small increase in the learning correction value 

to suddenly produce a large change in actual rail pressure, leading to runaway engine RPM.   

Even worse, notice in Figure 10 that the slope of the curves for a fixed accelerator opening in the injection 
quantity map are all in the downward direction.  This means that if the engine speed is reduced by some 

load on the engine, such as applying the brakes or the vehicle running into some movable object, then the 

injection quantity increases to cause the engine torque to increase even though the accelerator position 

sensor input does not change.  The sensation the driver gets is that the harder he/she applies the brakes the 
more torque the engine produces, much the same as the engine torque increases when a vehicle goes up a 

hill with the cruise control on.   This may be the reason that some drivers who have experienced sudden 

acceleration state that pressing harder on the brakes caused the engine to accelerate more forcefully. 

So, what has caused this problem and who is at fault?  The answer is that the design of the learning 

function assumes that the variations to be corrected by the learning operation are caused by long-term 

changes in pressure system operation that remain in effect after learning takes place.  The design is not 
capable of correcting for short-term changes in the actual rail pressure caused by SCV sticking, where the 

sticking ceases after the learning is done but the learning correction continues as if the sticking is still 

present.  The result is that the learning correction value is too high when the actual rail pressure is 

sampled while the SCV valve is sticking, but later changes, similar (but not the same) to what Denso 
refers to as excessive learning.24  The presence of sticking in the Denso SCV is also a design flaw that is 

not present in other manufacturer’s flow control valves.  These are engineering design flaws in the Denso 

common rail system that both companies have failed to correct.  So one might expect that both companies 
are at fault.  However, these defects should be covered by a manufacturer’s warranty, which in this case 

may be provided only by Mitsubishi. What is clear from this paper is that these defects lead to sudden 

unintended acceleration without the driver pressing on the accelerator pedal.  Therefore, SUA is not a 

problem caused by the driver, but a problem caused by manufacturing design defects. 
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This new cause of sudden acceleration provides a new avenue to search for why Montero Sport vehicles 

with model years from 2010 and 2014 experience sudden unintended acceleration while Montero vehicles 
with model years 2015 and later do not.  The new avenue is that maybe there is a difference in the SCV 

valves used by Montero vehicles compared to other Mitsubishi vehicles that makes the valves in 2010 to 

2014 Montero vehicles more susceptible to sticking.  Model years 2015 and later are unaffected. 

A search for SCV part numbers used on different Mitsubishi vehicles has found a Denso document that 
appears to support this assumption25.  Figure 12 shows an excerpt from this document listing the part 

numbers for the high pressure supply pumps used on all versions of the Pajero Sport, which is similar to 

the Montero Sport vehicle.  The excerpt shows that the Pajero Sport has used three different high pressure 
pumps at various times, with one having a start of sale (SOS) before 2010/01 experiencing no SUA 

(green), a second with a start of sale after 2010/06 certainly experiencing SUA (red), and a third with a 

start of sale between 2010/01 and 2010/06 uncertain as to whether it experiences SUA (yellow).  A 
further search has found that the part numbers of the SCV’s on these pumps varies with the part number 

for the pump, implying that the same basic pump is used with different SCV’s.  More explicitly, the 

SCV’s on all the red pumps had the same part number and type (P/N 294200-2760, long SV1 type), on all 

the yellow pumps had the same part number and type (P/N 294200-0360, short SV2 type), and on all the 
green pumps had the same part number and type (P/N 294200-0260, short SV2 type).  What stood out 

after finding this information was that the SCV part numbers had changed for the model year 2010, just 

when SUA began to be observed in Montero Sport vehicles.  Even more interesting is that the change was 
made from a newer SCV type (SV2 short type), which produced no sudden acceleration, to an older SCV 

type (SV1 long type) in 2010/06, which clearly produced sudden acceleration.   Could the older SCV type 

(SV1 long type) be more susceptible to sticking than the newer type (SV2 short type)? If so, then why 
was it still used?  Was this change made for some other reason, like a difference in the flow rates of the 

two valves?  It may be noted that the Gen 3 Montero Sport uses a completely different engine type 

(4N15) than the Gen 2 Montero Sport (4D56 mostly with some 4M41), with the Gen 3 using a newer type 

of SCV than the Gen 2 Montero Sport.  This is consistent with the difference in SUA behavior relative to 
the Gen 2 Montero Sport. 

 

Figure 12.  Excerpt from a Denso catalog of high pressure pump part numbers25 
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Admittedly, this study of SCV part numbers, and their correlation to Montero’s with and without sudden 

acceleration, is not complete at this time. It should be continued to verify the above information and 
possibly reveal new information that might explain the difference in SUA behavior between Montero 

vehicles.  

IV.  Conclusion 

 
A new cause of sudden unintended acceleration has been found in Mitsubishi Montero Sport vehicles.  

The new cause arises from a known sticking defect in the Denso suction control valve used to meter fuel 

to the common rail and from a known ECU learning operation used on the Mitsubishi vehicle assembly 
line to correct for manufacturing variations in the fuel system components.  These known vehicle features 

cause sudden unintended acceleration during engine idling in much the same manner as a negative 

voltage spike affects the battery voltage compensation function, leading to the same vehicle behavior 
relative to the idle and driving engine controllers and the shifting of the transmission out of PARK and 

into DRIVE.  Therefore, everything discussed to date about how the battery voltage compensation 

function causes sudden unintended acceleration during engine idling still applies.  However, the two 

causes of sudden acceleration are independent, leading to an increase in the incident rate for sudden 
unintended acceleration.  This may help explain the higher incident rate of Montero Sport vehicles with 

diesel engines compared to vehicles with gasoline engines. This only affects Mitsubishi Monterey Sport 

vehicles with model years from 2010 to 2014.  Model years 2015 and later remain unaffected. 
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